Adjustable Sliding Panels FAQs
SPECIFICATIONS
Can the width and the length be shortened?
The adjustable track can be extended anywhere from 45.8 to 86 inch. The panel length
can simply be trimmed by scissors.

What if I need a track wider than 86 inch?
Install 2 or more sets of blinds if your required width is wider than 86 inch.

Are there panels longer than 96 inch? Do you provide custom sizes?
The longest length of the fabric currently is 96 inch. We DO NOT provide custom made
service at this moment.

How much space would the panels cover when they are stacked
together?
When all the panels are stacked together, the total width would be 23 inch.
Extend the track and install it behind the wall if you do not want the stacked 23-inch
panel to cover your window.

INSTALLATION
What is included in the package of adjustable sliding panels?
The package includes: 1 track, 4 panels, 4 bottom bars, 2 wands that can be attached
on the both sides, and a hardware pack for installation.

Can you ceiling-mount the panel blinds?
The blinds can both be ceiling mounted and wall mounted, all required hardware parts
are included.
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Would the bottom of the paper woven panel come apart if you cut it?
Install the bottom bars after you trim the panels to have a finished look. The panels are
applied with special coatings that make them relatively firm and sturdy.

Does the bottom of the panel slide in a track? Are the bottoms connected together?
The mechanism does not have a bottom track. The bottoms of the panels are not
connected to each other.

Can you connect 2 sets of sliding panel blind tracks and let the
panels glide through?
There are endcaps on the both sides of the track and the panels can’t glide through.
There will be a front back 2.56-inch gap between the 2 sets of blinds.

Can I change the order of how the 4 panels slides in? I am using 2
sets and would like to reverse 1 of the direction so that the 2 panel
blinds can show bilateral symmetry.
The order of the 4 preinstalled rails on the track is not reversible, the rightmost panel is
always in the front.

Can I attach the 5th panel to extend the width?
You can attach 4 panels at most on a single track.

Can I attach 3 panels only?
You may attach 3 or less panels if you do not want the panels to overlap too much.
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PRODUCT FEATURES
Can you open the panel blinds from the both sides?
The blinds can be opened from the both sides but not from the middle.
Installing 2 sets is recommended if your sliding door opens from the middle. You may
open one blind from the right and the other from the left.

Are the panel track blinds waterproof?
The panel fabrics are natural woven paper and they are not waterproof.
They are for indoor use only.

Is there a valance?
We do not provide valance currently. However, we do have customers make their own
valance by using the fabrics if there are any left.

What product provides the most privacy?
Here are the 4 different levels of privacy/ light control of our blinds, listed from providing the
least privacy to the most privacy: Semi-sheer, light filtering, room darkening and blackout.

SAMPLES AND PARTS REQUESTS
Do you provide sample swatches?
Please contact us directly if you would like to order sample swatches.

Do you sell replacement panels individually?
Please contact us directly if you would like to order replacement panels or
other hardware parts.

